Title word cross-reference

[Hal18]. $149.00$ [Car18]. $150.00$ [Hig17a]. $189.00$ [Wit13]. $19.95$
$32.50$ [Wei19]. $35.00$ [Fra13, Kin19b, Law13, Ren18]. $37.50$ [Kri19].
$39.95$ [Lau21, Mcv21, Yi13]. $40.00$ [Lin22, Mill13, Row18, Sei13]. $41.00$
[Hay18]. $45.00$ [Gie16, Lan13, Mar21a, Ver13]. $47.50$ [Smi18]. $48.00$
[Van19]. $49.95$ [Mel21]. $50$ [Gol19]. $50.00$ [May21]. $54.95$ [Gat18].
$55.00$ [Pro18, Reg19, Wol13a, Sta19]. $65.00$ [Sha19]. $74.00$ [Sha19b].
$89.95$ [Bri13, Par13]. $90.00$ [Wei19]. $95.00$ [Lov13]. $99.99$
[Coz19, Sch18b]. $c$ [LS15a]. $d$ [PB45, PB47, PB48]. $l$
[PB45, PB47, PB48]. $\mu$ [Mon05].

-tartrate [PB45, PB47, PB48].

0 [Akt09, Bin12, Coo13, Hen00, How19, Kid13, Lai04, Lin22, May21, Sei13,

1 [Akt09, Bar11, Fra13, Gol19, Row18, Sch08a, Vic04, WN16].
1-4020-0848-1 [Vic04]. 1-84893-415-7 [Sus16]. 1127 [Cha12a]. 1127-6045 [Cha12a]. 1385-0180 [Sch18b]. 14th [Big22]. 14th-century [Big22].
1700 [Mos14a]. 1730s [Gre84]. 1760s [FB22]. 1770s [Mcc79]. 1777 [Cha12a]. 1783 [Sch54]. 1790s [Bro09]. 1793 [Swe63]. 1797 [Swe67]. 17th [Coh10a, Gau14, Jac52a, Jac52b, Old74, DS16]. 17th-century [Coh10a].
th [Hen89, Joh15b, Kra82, Tho55, CP97]. 19th-century [Joh15b, Kra82].
1st [Eme02].

2 [Bsc12, Bur11b, Car18, Hei19, HA18, Jam12, May21, Ren18, Sch08b, Wei19].

3 [Boa19, Gat18, Jar18a, Lau21, Max10, Qui12, Ray18, Sta21, Wil13a]. 31st [CCC57]. 33 [Tho16]. 3rd [Eme02, Eme13, Gov21, Woo15, Wes97].

4 [Boa12b, Edd13, Egm18, Gie16, Hal18, Nut21, Pal12, Sak12]. 440-year-old [SHM13].

5 [Bur11b, Cha12b, Del11a, Hay18, Kin19b, Kri19, Lai04, Law13, Mil13, MS22, Sha19b, Swe21, Wil11a, Ver13]. 56 [Col52d]. 57 [But57]. 58 [Smi23].

6 [Pro18, Qui13, Smi18]. 6000 [GG11b]. 6045 [Cha12a]. 60th [Pan09b]. 611rb [Ray15]. 611rb/915ra [Ray15].

7 [Bil18, Bil16, Bri13, Del11b, Del12, Jam12, Kus18, Lov13, Mar21a, Wit13, Yi13].
âge [Cam09, Rom06].

air-pump [vH94], Airborne [Cre66], Airy [Ben80, Cot76, Cot77], Aiton [GG91b].

Aitor [Cha12b], Akada [Kin04], Akademie [Lat15], al [Gre87, Mar11b, Hil85, Bur09, Bur12a], Al-Biruni [Hil85], al-Farisi [Bur09], al-Tilmid [Bur12a].

Albert [Cam55, Ill89, Mar11b, Har96, IIB89, Mil81a, Pal83], Alberti [Bin12, Par13, And07], Alberto [Bey14, Sha19a].

Albrecht [Ken52, Son75, Wei48], Alchandreana [Bur12c], Alchandreus [Bur00, Bur98].

Alchemical [S’20, New96], alchemist [Hen21a].

Alchemists [Ano09g], Alchemy [Ano08f, Ano08h, Bia12b, dV21, Kah01, Lau21, Pri13, Boa12a, Ben14, Eve15, Gru11], Alchimie [Boa12a, Kah01].

Aldini [FC36], Aldous [Cal80], Aldrovandi [SHM13], Alejandro [Nut21].

Alejandro [Osm58], Alexander [Coo13, Dau13, Dau14b, Swe03, Cot08, Dai13, Gib52a, HB74, Cle12b, Mar06, McC10, Nic11b, Pan78, TS14, de 60, Wer11, Dau14a], Alexis [Gre81, Gre82].

Alfonso [Elia13], Alfred [Ku13], algebra [Ste11a, Ver16, Rei14, GG97].

algebraical [Ver16], Algorismi [Fol11], Alhazen [Eas86], Alice [Lov79, Lov79], alien [Tan80a], aligned [Ari81], alive [Sha19a].

Alkali [Gar04, Git66, Mat76], Allan [FF68], Allbutt [Len08], Alleged [Dra81], Allegiance [Gov21], allemande [D897], Allergy [Bur10c], alliance [Kri19], alloy [Pri55], alloying [Wil95a, Wil95b], alloys [McC98], alluvial [Uss80].

Almanac [Tan14], almanacs [Nic39], along [Vet04a, Vet04b], Alpert [SP11], alpha [Tre74, Tre74], Alpha-Teilchen [Tre74], Alsace [CP97].

alsaciens [CP97], Altered [Pan09a, Witt13], alternative [Ben74, Cob18, Ink89], altimetry [de 56], Altitude [Mil96], Aluminium [McC98], amalgamation [Mor86, Tea75], amateur [Geo38b, Joh18, SR71b].

Amazon [McC91], Ambassador [Hud03], ambitious [Sch19], Ambrogio [FGR74].

Amedeo [Col64], America [Bry13, Wil13, Aug11, Bed97, Bri10, Cah10, Cra12, Dol77, DK54b, Hal20, Het76, KK02, Ku13, Luc08, Mill19, Par84, Pl078, Rad18, Rei81, Sok94, MSD23, War88, Wol13b, Fit17, Sav15].

American affairs [Gay10], Affinities [Gra01], affinity [Dun62a, Dun62b, Tay08].

Africa [Sta88a]. After [Ako21, Bru11, Alm22, RS89, Ste10a, Ben09].

afterlife [Pia21], again [Moo87]. Against [Fli08, Cas15, Kah01, McC94, Ped75, Sar69].

Agassiz [Dav68], Age [Ano05j, Cah10, Cha14, Del13, McE10a, Aga17b, Bro36b, Cam09, Dau90b, Dea81, Fis58, Gas10, Ham82, Kli15, Mor90, Sok96, Wat82, Ano09i, Are10, Goo11, Hes17, Sta17].

ageing [RO82], agenda [Gia23], ages [Rya91, Bur09, Rom96]. aggregate [Tre80a], ago [Bik75]. agonistes [Sch13c, Tho16], Agricultural [Bra95, Hol17b, Sto13, Jon85, Olb91, Sch21, Sue81]. Agriculture [Kni76, Stu89], agrochemical [Hal20], Ahmed [BvK73], Aileen [Jam12].

aimants [Que90], ‘Aina [Tak11]. Air [Ano09h, Bru11, Gen07, War02, Bar73, Osm58, Tom14, vH94]. air-pump [vH94], Airborne [Cre66], Airy [Ben80, Cot76, Cot77], Aiton [GG91b].
[Adl17, Ape20, Dav90b, Des08, Dym11, Gro72a, Gro74a, Gro74b, Het83, Hun99, Kai10, Kin19a, Lar91, Min21, Mor01, Sch75, SR73c, Str97, Uch22, Joh18].
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Cha95, Din50, Fru16, Not18, Not21. **astronomicus** [Roc81]. **Astronomie** [Bur09]. **Astronomy** [Bur09, Bur10b, Bur12b, Gow82, Not17, Por10, Ste07, Ste09b, Ste11b, Wal00, Arm51, Arm54, BG94, Bec11, Cas15, CZ19, Gro74a, Het83, Hol96, Ink78, Mac19, Mas53a, NS52, Nic39, Og175, OEB21, Sus15]. **astrophysicist** [Hen18]. **astrophysics** [Plo78]. **asymmetries** [Byr81]. **atelier** [Nau19]. **Athanasius** [Hir07]. **Athias** [Ama06]. **Atlantic** [May21, Mil13, Chr20, Des08, Row09]. **Atlanticus** [Ray15]. **Atmosphere** [And09a, Mea66]. **Atmospheric** [Peo10, Edw10]. **Atom** [Bsc12, Cha09, KL07, KN13, RS01, Hei67b, Smi23]. **Atomic** [CR02, Del13, Ham03, Hen00, Mau15, Cam09, Ger23, RG23, Mau69, Par39, Pau78, Ros98, Sme76, Sok96, Low90]. **atomique** [Cam09]. **Atomism** [BV99, RN15, Ree80, Kah01, Nye81, Pau78]. **atomisme** [Kah01]. **Atoms** [Cha09, Min21, Kra82, Bsc12, Smi23]. **attack** [Bro79b]. **Attacks** [Stu09]. **attempt** [Bro95]. **attempts** [Tur55]. **attentions** [Hen80, Shu68, SR73c, SR73b]. **attraction** [Bow74, Cha75, Dun67, Haw68]. **Attractione** [Dun67]. **attributed** [TD93]. **Aube** [Lov13]. **Audience** [CS12, Bro55]. **audiences** [Lig10, Jam12]. **auditory** [Kvi22]. **Aufrecht** [Hen90]. **August** [Dau14a, Ece80, Hor87, Kah01, Wer11, Cah90, Ecc76, Ecc80, Wal39]. **Augustan** [Coo90]. **Auguste** [Pot53]. **Augustus** [Bro22, Lai79]. **Aurora** [Cha21]. **Ausdehnungslehre** [Lew77]. **Austin** [Bil16]. **Australia** [Hil91, And19, HW87, HW90]. **Australian** [Mac89, Tod93]. **authentic** [Feu75, PLC48]. **Author** [Ano09a, Del11a, End16, Bry72, Kur97, Not18, Spr77]. **authorities** [GL11]. **Authority** [Fin12, Hed22, Hon95, Mol96, STDH22, Coz19]. **Authors** [Ano09e]. **authorship** [BS65, Gie19]. **Autisms** [Ash17]. **autobiographical** [Bla78, FF68]. **Autobiography** [Bez75]. **autograph** [Ari74, Fra47, VvM92]. **automatism** [Coh36]. **autonomous** [vH92]. **auvent** [Muc98]. **Auvergne** [de 62]. **Aux** [Muc98]. **Tom10, Que90, Sto13, Sim13]. **avant** [Duc13]. **Aviation** [Ari79]. **avibus** [Yap83]. **Avicenna** [Bur11b]. **Aviva** [Reg19]. **Avogadro** [Col64]. **awareness** [Hon87]. **away** [Ros21].

B [Bod56, Bro79b, Cop87, Hal18, Jay78, McC14, New52, Sme54a, Sta19, Tre65a, Vic12, Wol13a, Woo71b, Woo71c]. **b&w** [Gol19]. **B.A.** [Hop58]. **Babylonian** [BB13, BB13, Ste07, Ste11b, WH11]. **Bachem** [Hen92]. **Bachems** [Hen92]. **Background** [RS01, Sch57, Cas15, NM37a, Nor75]. **backgrounds** [Ecc80]. **Bacon** [Coc56, FG83, Mar21b, Ree80, Ree81, Son74, Wat92]. **Bacterial** [vH92]. **Bacteriology** [Fra13]. **bacteriophage** [vH92]. **Bad** [Edw04, Wes10]. **Badash** [Sei13]. **Baer** [DD21]. **Bailey** [OJY03]. **Bainbridge** [VV22]. **Bains** [Ben09]. **Baklarish** [Kah10]. **Bala** [YT13]. **Balance** [Plo09, And19, Bry75]. **Baldwin** [Gie16]. **ballistics** [Seg83]. **ballooning** [Lan83]. **Balloons** [Kim06]. **balsam** [Mil91a]. **Balthasar** [Att85]. **Baltimore** [Bil18, Fra13, Gat18]. **Bancalari** [BM94]. **Bangladesh** [WN16]. **Bankruptcy** [McC94]. **Banks**
[Law09b]. **Baptista** [Par36]. **Baptiste** [Klo85a, Klo85b, Wil55c]. **Barbados** [Ste36b]. **Barbara** [Sus16]. **Barcelona** [NG09]. **Bargielowska** [Hall14b]. **Barhebraeus** [Tak11]. **Barlow** [Mau15]. **barometer** [Bry75, Goo67, McC05]. **Barrow** [Nau14]. **Bart.** [PM50]. **Bartholomew** [Tho51b]. **Bartoli** [CK89, Cha52]. **Bascelli** [Pal12]. **basis** [Bra79, Sie09]. **Bate** [Not18]. **Bates** [Ste69a, Ste69b]. **Bateson** [Coc83, Olb89, Rus22]. **Batteries** [Mil03, Ock37]. **battery** [Hop59b, Mer98]. **battle** [Hed22]. **Bayen** [Nea51b]. **Be** [Rus04, Del11a, GG77, Pou91]. **Beale** [Stu82, Stu89]. **beam** [For98]. **beast** [Coh36]. **beast-machine** [Coh36]. **Beat** [Tan80b]. **beautiful** [Wri16]. **Beauty** [Hall14b, ZB10]. **Became** [Har09b, MS22]. **Becoming** [Wal04]. **Beddoes** [Rob55b, LS68]. **Begiedt** [Dei91]. **Been** [Nie10, Fis36]. **Beethoven** [GG94, Hui11]. **Before** [Fru16, Uga06, WH11, AM76, Bar98, BB13, Bro15, Bro18, Fin12, For98, Hol07, How02, How03, Hun99, Jay78, Lar61, Mau69, Nau19, OG68, PK87, Rus21, SS58, Wal37, Mac73, Sta19]. **Beginner** [Kid13, Joh09]. **Beginning** [Gra01, Fio96, Ols70]. **Beginnings** [Cro03, DEA81, Mil01, YI14, Cha48, Hug11, Jon50, Fio78]. **Begriffes** [NIT06]. **Begründung** [Ste76]. **Béguelin** [Hak82]. **Beguin** [KH60, Pat37]. **behind** [De 05]. **being** [OJY96, Sha72]. **Bekker** [Att85]. **Belief** [Ano99e, Duc97]. **beliefs** [GG91a, Old97]. **Bellarmine** [Tar20]. **belonging** [Ben09]. **Bends** [Stu09]. **Benedetto** [Ari73a, Ari81]. **Bénédiction** [Sme78]. **Benefits** [Ano06i]. **Benito** [SLa19]. **Benjamin** [Par51b, Par53a, Bar73, DEA98, DA55a, DK55b, DK57, GG97, GG12, Law08, Mil83, Rob63, Wil55c]. **Bent** [Bur12d]. **Bent-Equivalent** [Bur12d]. **Bentham** [LS68]. **Benzene** [Roe85, Wei15, Wal39]. **benzoic** [Pat39]. **Béraut** [McK36a]. **Berggren** [Swe03]. **Bergman** [CK76, LS68, Sme54a]. **Bergson** [Her17, Can15, Her18]. **Bergstaat** [Kon12]. **Beringer** [Mal82]. **Berlin** [Lau5, Ste76, Cal68, Mei79, Ste76]. **Bern** [Boa19]. **Bernard** [Cha72b, Hig17a, Jam12, Jam12, Mil13, Tat97, Tho54, You37]. **Bernhard** [de 53a]. **Bernoulli** [Ati55a, Gui95, Sch11, SS09]. **Bernoullischen** [Sch11]. **Berthelet** [Nye81, Trc78b]. **Berthollet** [DK54c, Gra01, Key90, Nea51c]. **Berufung** [Hen89]. **Berzelius** [Bec16, Rus63a, Rus63b]. **Best** [CECE21]. **Bestandsaufnahme** [Wal14]. **Bestandsaufnahme** [VW10]. **Bestimmung** [Bur09]. **Between** [Alv07, Di13, Ela11, End17, GE19, HA15, Key90, KoS10, Mar11a, Ots05, Pal13, Por11, Pre08, SM16, Val09, vD11, And14, Bun77, Cun04, Dau13, Ecc80, For71b, Hac79a, Hen96, Hub02, Ill89, Jac52a, Jac52b, JTR94, JTR95, Kah10, Kim95, Lai79, Leg17, MHO13, Mil81b, Mil02, PIs14b, Ste69a, Ste69b, Tes79, VPW16, Wei51, Win66, vH94, vH92, Kah01, Her14]. **Bewell** [Bil18]. **Beyond** [Aga12, Qui13, Wei15, Cos09, And15]. **Beziehungen** [Ecc80]. **Bliaskara** [Bur10a]. **Bias** [Heu85]. **Bible** [She98]. **biblical** [SLa19]. **bibliographical** [DK54b, Far79, FC36, Grib53d, NS81]. **bibliography** [MT72, PP77, Win66, Col37b]. **Bicycle** [Bra09]. **Biddell** [Ben80, Cot76]. **'Big** [Gil02, Bas93]. **Bildungsbürgertum** [Kle21].
biochemistry [Bea76, Mor90]. Biographical
[Col54a, Gre57, JL79, Col51, Rus49, Smi87, Swe72a]. Biographies
[Ano05a, Ano08i, Qui12]. Biography [GG12, Old09, Gra71, HB74, Kur97]. Biological
[Ano05a, Ano08i, Qui12, Slo03, Bea76, Cam09, Rup09, Sha72, Wei85b, Yi13]. Biomedical
[Col54a, Gre57, JL79, Col51, Rus49, Smi87, Swe72a]. Biomedicine [Par16]. Biotech
[GG12, Old09, Gra71, HB74, Kur97]. Biopolitics [Pal13]. Biopolitics
[GG12, Old09, Gra71, HB74, Kur97]. Biopolitics
[Pal13].

Klo85b, Kra82, Lam97, Li94, Lon19, Low96, Mac23.  

**century**  
[Mac20b, McC36b, Mea70, Mel10, Mes96, Mil83, Mil88a, Mil45, Mil47, Mul73, NG97, NF73, Old72b, Oli69, Ob870, Pan09a, Pau78, Pel97, Pop12, Rad18, Rob62, RS71, RS74, Sar69, Scho8c, Sha75a, Sha72a, Sha73, Sme87, Ste69a, Ste69b, SR72c, SR72b, SR73c, SR74a, SM16, Swe64, Tay52b, Tho55, Tre63, Tre64, Tre65b, Tre65a, Tre70, Vac00, Val96, Wal36, Wei48, Whi86b, Woo53, Wri92, Yeo79, dBP86, dC88, Aga12, Bea12, Bri10, Car21, CP97, Cav06, Cro09a, Dar12, Dij04, Fli08, Gat11, Gra01, Kah10, Ku13, Law08, Li12, Mar01, McC83, Mil11b, RC08, Sal09, Sch90, SC04, SR71a, Tan14, Thi71, Tom14, Wil01, Bry13, Car18, Hen14, Wer14].  

**Certain**  
[Del09a, Fra41, Gre05].  

**Certitude**  
[San00].  

**Cesare**  
[Duc14].  

**Chair**  
[Col54b, SP92].  

**Challenge**  
[Nic06, Roe90].  

**Chalmers**  
[Bsc12, Sch18b].  

**Cham**  
[Hei19].  

**Chambers**  
[Hes17].  

**chameleon**  
[Bes68].  

**chance**  
[Gre22].  

**Chandrasekhar**  
[Wes10].  

**Change**  
[How02, Nay77, Bad60].  

**Changed**  
[Her17, Jar18a, MLSB17, Can15].  

**changes**  
[Bes68, Fra39b].  

**Changing**  
[Hol17b, Par03, SR73b, Cahl90].  

**Channel**  
[Des08].  

**Chaos**  
[Sve19].  

**Chapelain**  
[Geo38b].  

**Chapman**  
[And09a].  

**Chappel**  
[Arm54].  

**Chaptal**  
[Per86].  

**Chapter**  
[Bur10a, Sme55a, Sme55b].  

**characters**  
[BJ00, Swe03].  

**character**  
[dCA36, Bro93, Coo90, Har72].  

**charcoal**  
[Sch75].  

**charge**  
[Rob95].  

**changes**  
[Wal36].  

**Charles**  
[HA18, Jac52a, Jac52b, Kee52, Kn13, Kur99, Alt07, Bjd96, Coh10b, Cop87, Dd21, End16, Gro72b, Ink72a, Kot78, Pap09, Rus80, San84, Sch80, SP92, Tho67, Tou89, de 58, Spu87, Hol17a].  

**Charles-Édouard**  
[Pap09].  

**Charleton**  
[Sha73].  

**Charlotte**  
[Egm18].  

**Charter**  
[Gov21].  

**Chartres**  
[Bur00, Bur98].  

**charts**  
[Edd13, dVH36].  

**Cheatside**  
[Rus78].  

**checklist**  
[Jay78, JL79].  

**Cheer**  
[Car05].  

**Cheesemakers**  
[Ano08a].  

**Chemica**  
[Dun67].  

**chemicae**  
[PLC48].  

**Chemical**  
[Ade10, Alb89, Bas95, Boa08, BL21, Cec11, Don88, Fin09, Gra01, Hir07, Jac15a, Mil80, Mil12, Nye89, Ram15, Ber97, CK76, Col64, Cro59, Dob36, Dun67, Hen78, Lan83, Li94, Man96, McE10b, McK36b, McK59, McK60, McK62, McK65, McK67, NG97, Por81, RS71, SD68, Sme54a, Sme78, Tay52a, Tay08, Tom01, Ber97, Wil37].  

**chemicus**  
[Duc17].  

**Chemie**  
[Thi73].  

**Chemische**  
[Ber97].  

**chemischer**  
[Ber97].  

**Chemist**  
[Gay10, Kur97, McE10a, RS09, Yel03, Kau75].  

**chemistries**  
[Chr20].  

**Chemin**  
[Ano08f, BV99, BS15, Boa12b, Bur12d, Col52b, Col52c, Col52d, Cro03, Kn17, Kno64, Kon12, Kra00, Kur01, Lai04, Lin10, Mil08, Mil16, Nea50, Nea51a, Nea51b, Nea51c, Nea51d, Nea52, Nye89, Par03, Petit14, RN15, Rei04, Ste20, Tom09, Tre63, Tre64, Tre65b, Tre65a, Tre70, Ape20, Bai93, Becl16, Bik71, Bre16, Bro90, Bro16, Bro55, Bro95, Cle90, Deb62, DK55a, Edd08, Fau05, Fle74, For15, Geo52, Gib51b, Gib52b, Kau79, Klo85a, Klo85b, Kni76, Mac20a, Mor02, Pat37, PLC48, Pot53, Rus59b, Sce94, Sce08, Sme54b, Sme81, SM16, Swa89, Tay08, Thi73, Tom10, Tur53, Uss78, Wig55, Wig56, Wig61, Ano88i, Col53, Lee13].  

**Chemists**  
[Joh15b, Kur01, RS09, Swi12, CP97, Cha91, Mac89, Mac93, Rus78, Sme87, Tom10].  

**Chenevix**  
[Uss78].  

**Cherseo**  
[Hen79].  

**Chesser**  
[Jon95].  

**Cheyne**  
[Bow74].  

**chez**  
[Hir07].  

**Chicago**
correction [Cot76, Feu76]. corrections [Cra54]. Corrective [BG99].

Correspondence
[Ano83g, Ano86g, Ano90g, Ano91i, Ano94j, Ano95g, Cun04, DD21, Har96, Sch09, SS15, Sus16, Boa19, Cha61, Cha62, Cha63a, Cha63b, Cha64a, Cha64b, Coh36, DG09, Edw72b, EE51, Feu76, For71b, Hen86, Hen88, HB14, JTR94, JTR95, Lop60, Pap09, Seg83, Ste61, Ste69a, Ste69b].

correspondents [Ban88]. Corrigenda [Ano97h, Ano60a]. Corrigendum [Ano55a, Ano09c, Ano12a, Fel03]. corruptione [Bur14b, SBT10].

corruption [Bur14b, SBT10]. Corrigenda [Ano97h, Ano60a]. Corrigendum [Ano55a, Ano09c, Ano12a, Fel03]. corruptione [Bur14b, SBT10].

Correspondence [Ano83g, Ano86g, Ano90g, Ano91i, Ano94j, Ano95g, Cun04, DD21, Har96, Sch09, SS15, Sus16, Boa19, Cha61, Cha62, Cha63a, Cha63b, Cha64a, Cha64b, Coh36, DG09, Edw72b, EE51, Feu76, For71b, Hen86, Hen88, HB14, JTR94, JTR95, Lop60, Pap09, Seg83, Ste61, Ste69a, Ste69b].
current [Hum37, Low03]. currents [Wal00, Wei85b]. curriculum [Kau79].
[The86]. cybernetics [Aga17b, DS97, Kli15]. cybernétique [DS97].
Czechoslovak [Smi23]. Czechoslovakia [Urb80].

D [Boa12b, Bry13, Jan03a, Sha19b]. D. [Kid13]. D.S.I.R. [Ver94].
Daguerreotype [Woo97]. D’Alembert [Sch13a]. d’alliance [Muc98].
Dalton [Gas07, Mau69, Tha66]. Daltonian [Fle74]. Danica [Swe99].
Daniel [Old72a, Go67, Wil92]. Daniel [Mer98]. Danish [Ran63, Whi13].
dans [BV83, Gen07, LS15a, Ray15, Swe21]. Dante [Mei54]. d’Antic [Ber12].
d’Antoine [Kah01]. Daqing [Mil13]. dark [Dek90, Mor90]. Darwin
[Bey14, Hui07a, Mso87, Qin13, Alt07, Bar75, Bjo96, Cos09, Cur87,
DD21, End16, Eva17, Fan09, Feu75, Feu76, Her18, Hui10, Hui05, Hui78,
Mar11c, Nor16, Qui12, Rob54a, Ron09, Rus80, Sch80, Ste61, Ste69a, Ste69b,
Tec79, de 58, HA18, Ray18, Smi18]. Darwinian
[Bow78, Cos09, Cro96, Mat11, Mso87, Shi81, Wal76]. Darwins
[End18]. Daubon [Ben13, Por16]. Data [Lus14, Dra82, Edw10, Mac82].
d’Auteroche [Arm54]. David
[Ber96, Ber19, Goli9, Kaa17, Ano15, Ste00b, VvM92, Wol13, Wol13a].
David’s [Old91, OM95]. Davy
[Tat17, Fui64, Mil03, Rus59a, Rus59b, Rus63c, Spiz8, Wei50].
Dawn [Ale10, Coo13]. Dawson [SP92]. Day [MT72]. Dead [Frai4a, Mac10].
Deaf [Kvi22]. Death [Ham03, Koo10, Ste10a, Ste00b, Da78, Sch75, SS58, Sch13b].
Debate [Bel99, Can75b, Her17, Nor01, Pan05, Aln22, FB22, Bro77, Can15,
Can75a, Ch70, Hui72a, Jon74, Kip87, Pel97, Yal93]. debates [Bru79].
Dechales [Gam21]. Deciphering [Cre10]. Decision [Gar04]. Declination
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